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Abstract
This paper attempts to assess empirically the contribuUon of three
structural shocks--monetary, institutional (financial and fiscal), and
technological--to output and velocity fluctuaUons in the naUonal bank era
and the post-1973 period. To idenUfy these shocks we impose only long-run
restrictions, derived from a monetary growth model. We find that higher money
growth increases (decreases) velocity in the first (second) period, depending
crucially on the resulUng changes in the transacUons frequency.
Credit-enhancing financial or expansionary fiscal shocks have a permanent
posiUve effect on velocity and a hump-shaped effect on output, whereas
technological shocks cause velocity to decrease in the short run and output to
move to a permanently higher level.
JEL Classification: E32. 042
This is a substanUally revised version of a paper presented at the
Western Economic Association Meeting in Seattle. We would like to thank Andrew
Abel, Shaghil Ahmed, Eric Bond, Barry Ickes, Evan Koenig, Douglas McMillin,
John Rogers, Alan Stockman, Ellis Tallman, and Mark Wynne for valuable
comments and suggestions. The views expressed here are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas or the Federal
Reserve System.I. Introduction
The sources of output fluctuations as well as the links between the real
and the monetary sector have always been at the heart of macroeconomics. This
paper revisits these issues by focusing on the IlOvements of income velocity
and output. We estimate a structural vector autoregressive (VAR) model to
empirically assess the contribution of monetary, instltutional, and
technological shocks to fluctuations in the aforementioned macroeconomic
aggregates. Following Blanchard and Quah (1989) and Ahmed, Ickes, Wang, and
Yoo (forthcoming), we impose only long-run restrictions, based on the
theoretical predictions of a monetary growth model, to identify the structural
disturbances, and let the data determine the short-run dynamics.1 The stUdy
provides additional evidence on the money-output correlation, as well as on
the causes of money velocity movements. The results obtained can generate
significant policy implications, since any unpredictable changes in velocity
cast serious doubts on the desirability of monetary targets pursued by central
banks.2
Traditionally, movements of money velocity have been attributed to
factors affecting the demand for real balances. Based on the standard
inventory model, e.g., Baumol (1952), the velocity of money is often expressed
as a function of real income and the nominal interest rate. An increase in the
nominal interest rate increases the cost of holding money, reduces the demand
for real balances and, given a constant level of real income, increases
1
Blanchard and Quah'. or-191nal vork, whleh ex..lnea the
a;;re;ale supply relative to aVQregale demand shocka, haa been
study of labor aerkel disturbances [Shapiro and Walson
International buslnes. cycles (A~ed et al. (forlheo.lnq»).
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..... a -.ajor (actor Invelocity. On the other hand. changes in real income affect money velocity
positively (negatively) only if the income elasticity of money demand is less
(greater) than one. Recently, Bordo and Jonung (1987, 1990) have found that
instltutlonal variables which affect the level of financial development are
significant determinants of money -velocity ·in five -advanced countries
including the United States. Also, Small and Porter (1989) argue that much of
the short-run variability in HZ-velocity can be explained by changes in the
opportunity cost of holding money balances. Nevertheless, the behavior of
money velocity has not been examined within a .general equilibrium framework
which explicitly takes into account the dynamic interactions between the real
and the monetary sector.
To study the movements of velocity within a general eqUilibrium
framework, one needs to examine first the effects of money growth on real
macroeconomic aggregates and especially on output, a channel which has not
been considered in the existing empirical literature on velocity. Tobin
(1965). using a model in which money is treated as an asset to hold, argues
that more rapid money growth leads to higher holdings of capital relative to
money, and, hence. increases output and consumption. which is known as the
"Tobin effect." However, if money is treated as a factor of production or if
it is reqUired prior to purchases of the capital good [Stockman (1981»). then
the opposite result emerges, usually referred to as the "reverse Tobin
effect." Furthermore, the real-business-cycle models claim that monetary
shocks do not play any significant role as a source of persistent output
movements. The money-output correlation is instead due to a reverse causation
via the increase in the demand for transaction services as output increases
[King and Plosser (1984)].
This paper emphasizes the transactions role of money by constructing a
2dynllJllic general equilibrium. .odel in which ..,ney is introduced through a
.ooified cash-in-advance constraint. We alter the traditional frllJllework in two
ways. First, we do not restrict the consumption interval to coincide With the
..,ney holding interval and second, we allow only a fraction of the capital
good to be subject to the cash-in-advance constraint. This fraction is assumed
to depend on institutional changes, either in the financial ~rkets or in the
ilscal structure, hereaiter simply referred to as "institutional shocks". Such
shocks can be treated as combinations of money demand (financial) and IS
(fiscal) disturbances. These institutional shocks then together with any money
supply shocks constitute what economists conventionally refer to as interest
rate innovations.
Our theoretical results suggest that a technological or institutional
improvement will lead to higher output. The former. if it is Harrod-neutral,
will not affect the steady-state income velocity of money. Furthermore, in the
presence of large variations in the transactions frequency, the Tobin effect
will emerge, contrary to the standard cash-in-advance models [e.g.• Stockman
(1981)]. If, on the other hand, the transactions frequency does not vary much,
a reverse Tobin effect will be present and velocity, contrary to standard
beliefs, may decrease as the money growth rate increases.
Based on the long-run predictions of the theoretical model, we perform a
structural VAR analysis using quarterly U.S. data to examine the short-run and
long-run interactions between the growth rate of money, the H2-velocity of
money, and output. The data used cover part of the national bank era
(1880:1-1912:11), as well as the post-1973, flexible-exchange-rate period
(1974:1-1990:IV). These sample periods are of special interest since business
cycles occurred more often than in any other period [see Morgenstern (1959)
and Dornbusch and Fischer (1986), respectively]. Also the correlation of
3business cycles across countries has been found to be small [see Mitchell
(1929) and Dornbusch and Fischer (1986). respectively]. as opposed to the
interwar period and the post-World War II period under the Bretton Woods
regime. This enables us to restrict our attention to a closed-economy
framework without introducing a significant bias. Furthermore, our focus on
these two periods is Justified by the fact that they differ considerably not
only with respect to the exchange-rate regime but also the average inflation
rate. The latter is expected to have a significant impact on the frequency of
3 transactions and thus the velocity of money.
In the national bank era, we find that higher money growth reduces both
output and velocity. indicating that the effect of anticipated inflation on
the transactions frequency is negligible. In the post-1973 period, on the
other hand, persistent inflation highlights the role of transactions
frequency. As a result, velocity responds positively to the growth rate of
money. corroborating standard beliefs. We also find that any institutional
change which enhances credit transactions increases velocity permanently and
has a short-run positive effect on output. Furthermore, a technological
improvement increases output smoothly and gradually, but tends to reduce the
HZ-velocity in the short run. The latter suggests that HZ is a luxury good. In
contrast to the traditional inventory model, however, even if money is a
luxury good, velocity may still be positively correlated with output in the
case of monetary or institutional changes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II develops
31be average lnClation rate over the period 197'-1990 va. 5.~ (0.026), as
opposed to -0.2SX (0.024) which occurred durlnq t.he period 1880-1912 (standard
deviallon. In parentheses'. Moreover, the ...11 standard deviation relative t.o
the average In the post-1973 period indicates that the 'nClation experieneed
••• relatively persistent.
4the theoretical Ilodel Which is used to illustrate the propagation llechaniSll of
the structural shocks. Section III outlines the ellpirical aethodology. Section
IV presents the empirical findings obtained from the analyses of impulse
responses and variance decompositions. Finally, section V provides a brief
summary and some ·suggestions for.future research.
II. An Illustrative Model
The follOWing general equilibrium model is used to illustrate the
propagation mechanism of the structural shocks. It also provides some
theoretical foundations of the long-run causal ordering of the three
macroeconomic aggregates mentioned above--the growth rate of money, the
velocity of money, and output. This orderding is used below to identify the
structural VAR system.
A. The Model
Consider an economy in which a representative agent with perfect
foresight seeks to maximize her lifetime utility, U
co
= \ ~~u(c J, where c is L l l
l=O
per capita consumption and ~E(O,1) is the constant discount rate.4 In each
period t, she produces a certain amount of output, Y
l
. The production
technology is described by Y~= A~f(k~),
stock and A is simply a technological
l
where k denotes per capita capital
~
5 parameter. Any technical innovation
will increase \ and thus will enlarge the production possibillties set. In
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5addition to factor payments, at the beginning of each period the individual
receives a lump sum cash transfer St (in real terms) from the government. Let
Pt be the price level and Ht be the level of nominal money holdings at the
beginning of period t. We can then write the agent's budget constraint (in
real terms) as:
(1) c + m + k =A f(k ) +





where mt- Ht/Pt_l denotes real money holdings and 1rt denotes the inflation
rate, defined as 1rt • (Pt
-Pt_
1)/Pt_l' To simplify the algebra, we have assumed
6 that the capital stock depreciates fully at the end of each period.
The representative agent is also subject to a generalized cash-in-advance
or liquidity constraint: all purchases of current consumption and a fraction,
8, of investment must be made using cash.7 We allow the fraction 8 to depend
on institutional changes which enhance credit transactions. The following
constraint must therefore be satisfied:
ct + 8('t)kt
+1=T(lr){ (2)
where , captures credit-enhancing financial and/or expansionary fiscal
policies, and TE(O,~) denotes the frequency of transactions. An increase in ,
will result in a decrease in 8, i.e., 8, <0. In practice, credit transactions
may be enhanced by the use of bills of exchange, letters of credit and credit
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respectively. Stockman Indeed
~ney 1. super-neutral In the
Inderaedlate case. on the other band,
a
Financial deveIopmenta which encouraqe the use of cash,
eatabUst-ent. of' IfOW and super-NOW accotmts, can be viewed a•• reduction In 4'
6increase in the government size, will release part of the cash requirements,
since federal government IIOney holdings are not included in money measures,
and thus it will also decrease e (for a further discussion, see Barro (1978»).
The transactions frequency, T, on the other hand, is ass\llled to depend
9· positively on the endogenously determined inflation rate, i.e., T
K >0. This
generalizes the cash-in-advance constraint by allowing the consumption
interval (frequency of paymen(s) to differ from the money interval (frequency
of sales).10
In summary, the representative agent seeks to maximize her utility by
choosing consumption, capital accumulation, and real money holdings, subject
to the private budget and the cash-in-advance constraints, (1) and (2)
respectively, taking as given the paths of prices and government transfers. To
close the model, we next specify the government budget constraint:
St = m - m I (1+" ), and the money supply process: M .. (1+Jl)M .
t+l t t t+l t
B. Steady-State Analysis and Comparative Statics
The following equations describe the steady-state equilibrium of this
11 economy (see the appendix):
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Howlt.t (978) I and Roaer (1986).
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thl_ eeonoay I. unique
and
with
andmodified-golden-rule condition.12 Equation (4) demonstrates the steady-state
relationship between real money balances and the capital stock. Utilizing (4)
and ~=R. we can also determine the nominal interest rate (1) endogenously:
+ _1_ + (J ~. (5)
which depends on money growth and institutional (financial and fiscal)
changes.
In terms of the model presented above. the income velocity of money is
defined as:
v.






It is ·then apparent that velocity depends positively on T and k/Y but
negatively on 8. Differentiating (3) and (4). one can derive the effects of ~,









<iA"'" > 0, (7c)
where A = -T(J2Afkk >0. Furthermore, using (5) and (6), we obtain:
dl
(ijl '" 1 - >
'" 0, <
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where (Bc) and (9c) hold if technical progress enters the production function
in a Harrod-neutral way.13
A higher money growth rate has two opposing effects on capital, real
money holdings, and velocity. First, it yields a higher rate of inflation,
which raIses the cost of holdIng money and thus decreases the net rate of
return on capital. given the cash-In-advance constraint. This will in turn
cause a decrease in nominal interest rate, capital, consumption, real money
balances, and output. Under diminishing returns, the capital-output ratio
falls, and thus from (6) a lower money velocity will emerge. This implies that
real money balances decrease proportionately less than output. Second, more
rapId money growth wIll increase the transactions frequency, 't", whIch releases
part of money holdIngs. In equilibrium, this increases nominal interest rate,
capItal and output and, under dynamic efficiency, consumption must also rise.
Further, from (6), higher transactions frequency has a dIrect positive effect
13
The •••u.pllon of Harrod-neutral technical progre.. 1. very c~on In the
lIterat.ure since It .. reqUired (or lhe exl.tenee or • ateady-.tate
equlllbrlUIIII [(or exu.ple. .ee line; el aI. <1988a)]. Further.-ore. If the
produetlon function takes the Cobb-Douglas Cora then the Harrod-neutral
technical- pro4jJre•• beco.es Identical to Hicks-neutral and capltal-au;w.enllnq.
9on velOCity.14 In summary, the overall effects of a higher " on nominal
interest rate, capital, consumption, real balances, and money velocity are
ambiguous.
Any institutional change captured by an increase in • has a direct
positive effect on Iloney holdings and results in a higher ..rginal cost of
capital. This decreases the nominal interest rate and leads to lower levels of
output, consumption ·and capital, which, under the cash-in-advance constraint,
requires less money to facilitate transactions. Overall, its net effect on
real Iloney balances is ambiguous. Nevertheless, velocity will decrease because
even if money balances decrease, output falls proportionately more.
Finally, a technological improvement increases the marginal product of
capital and thus increases the steady-state level of capital and output. Under
dynamic efficiency, consumption will increase as well. Hence, to finance the
higher levels of consumption and investment, real money holdings must also
rise. In the case of a Harrod-neutral technical progress, output and real
balances are found to increase proportionately and thus, from (6), money
velocity will remain unchanged.
It is worth noting that these results differ from those in the existing
11terature in several aspects. First, contrary to the standard inventory
model, output and velocity may move in the same direction, even if money is a
luxury good. In our framework, the dIrection in whIch these two variables move
depends on the parameter (shock) that initiates the movement. Second, in
contrast to conventional beliefs, money velocity and inflation may be
negatively correlated when the transactions frequency does not change
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the tracliltonal parlia) equlllbrlUIIgrowth may promote capital accumulation, i.e., the Tobin effect may be
present. This will occur in the case where inflation increases significantly
the frequency of transactions and thus relaxes the cash-in-advance constraint.
Finally, in contrast to reduced-form money demand models, our general
equilibrium framework allows us to decompose the effect of interest rate on
money velocity into two parts; money supply growth and
institutional (financial or fiscal) changes.
III. The Empirical Methodology
We next use. the structural vector autoregression technique developed
recently by Blanchard and QUah (1989). This technique is different from Sims'
VAR approach (Sims 1980) under which the decompositions of the shocks are not
unique and depend on the ad hoc ordering of the variables. It also differs
from Bernanke's estimation method [Bernanke (1986)J. which imposes
restrictions on the short-run coefficients.15 In contrast, Blanchard and Quah's
method relies only on long-run restrictions. Since most macroeconomic debates
regarding the interactions between the real and the monetary sector are about
the short-run effects, the use of the Blanchard and Quah's method seems more
appropriate for this study. Furthermore, we estimate the same system over two
sample periods with different monetary and exchange rate regimes. Thus, we
need to identify the system without relying on restrictions that would be
appropriate for one regime but not for the other. This seems more likely if we
use long-run rather than short-run restrictions.
We therefore estimate a structural VAR by imposing only long-run
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11
or MI..velocity using anidentify the econometric .adel and to examine both the short-run and long-run
effects of three types of shocks--.onetary, institutional, and technological--
on velocity and output.
A. Identification
In this section, we outline the identification. procedure introduced by
Ahmed et al. (forthcoming). Accordingly, consider any structural model which,
in a moving-average representation, can be written as:
(0)
where Xt is a (Nxl) vector of stationary variables, G is a non-singular matrix
polynomial in the lag operator L, and l:t is a vector of N independent,
serially ·uncorrelated shocks.
Suppose that the theoretical framework implies a triangular matrix of the
long-run coefficients. GO). This and the orthogonality of the structural
disturbances (shocks) are then sufficient for identifying the system. To see
it, rewrite (10) in VAR form as:
(11)
where H(L) is the inverse of G(L) and thus H(l) is also lower triangular. By
separating the long-run component, we have:
• H (L)l1Xt = -H(l)X + l: (12)
t-I t
where HO(L) = (l-L)-l[H(L)-H(l)LI and l1 denotes the difference operator.
Equations (10), (11), and (12) represent different forms of the same
structural model. They can all be retrieved as shown below.
Consider the reduced form of (12),






where B(O) is the identity matrix. This can be estimated equation-by-equation








where J is the inverse of the Cholesky factor of (0-1)1;(0-1)' Since J is
lower triangular and VadJO-
1c
e
) is diagonal, (14) provides estillates of the
structural parameters in (12) and hence the structural form (10) can also be
retrieved. In particular, notice that the estimated G(1) IIatrix is equal to
J-1. It is well known that the Cholesky factor is unique up to the signs of
its diagonal elements. Since these signs must be determined within the
theoretical setup. this recovery process is unique, indicating that (12) and
hence (10) are also uniquely identified.
B. The Estimated Long-Run Model
Our estimated system includes three macroeconomic variables: the growth
rate of money. the income velocity of money, and output. The three structural
shocks are a money-supply shock (c ). an institutional shock which affects
/1
cash/credit transactions (c.), and a technological shock (c
A
). In terms of our
theoretical framework. these shocks correspond to changes in /1. •• and A.
Note. in particular, that a negative c. shock indicates a credit-enhancing
financial or fiscal policy.
We use quarterly U.S. data covering the national bank era, 1880:1-1912:11
as well as the post-1973 period, 1974: 1-1990: IV. 16 These periods differ at
least in two aspects: the exchange rate regime and, more importantly for the
purpose of this paper, the average inflation rate. As mentioned, the second
period exhibits persistently higher inflation rate (see footnote 3).
16
little longer Alt.houqh the data for the national bank era er. available for e
period ... truncat.e th_ for Lh. fol1ow1 h9 reasonB. Arter the CIvil War the
(ederat goverrwenl slowly reduced tho ~ney supply. and by the yeer 1879 tho
dollar returned to convertibility vith gold at the pre-val" ratoe. ThUll, our
data serle. atart. fr_ lBBO. On the other Mnd, tho year 1912 h chORen to
avoid tho .stabllalwent. of a dlrferent reql.e, 1.e. I the Federal Reserve
Syste..
13The data series for the first period are taken from Gordon (1986) and for
the second, from the Citibase data tape. The three macroeconomic variables of
the system are measured as follows. The first, the money growth rate, is
measured as the first difference of the logarithm of the monetary base. The
second variable, ,the·velocity .of,money,.ls-calculated as ,the ratio of nominal
11 GNP to H2. Finally, the third variable, output, is measured by real GNP. We
use LH, LV, and LY to denote the monetary base, H2-velocity, and output in log
levels and attach an initial D to these variable names to indicate first
differences (DLH, DLV, and DLY). (All series are plotted in Figures Al and A2
in the appendix.)
To implement the estimation procedure described in section III.A, all the
variables in equation (10) must be stationary. Using the augmented
Dickey-Fuller test, we find the monetary base, HZ-velocity, and real GNP to be
integrated of order one, i.e., they are all stationary in the first
differences.18
In order to identify the model, we assume that long-run movements in
money growth are independent of institutional or output shocks, i.e., the
elements G
I2 and G
I3 of the long-run coefficient matrix G(l) in equation (10)
are zero. During the post-1819 national bank era, the gold standard regime was
adopted and changes in the monetary base were tied closely to the exogenous
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1419 as being independent of the institutional or output shocks. The exogeneity of
the monetary base in the post-1973 period however is less obvious. Notice
though that the adoption of the flexible-exchange-rate regime, over this
period, makes the assumption about the long-run behavior of aoney supply more
plausible, as compared to the Bretton Woods system. Under the latter regime,
output shocks are likely to lead to changes in money demand and thus changes
in money supply as well, in order for the Central Bank to maintain a fixed
exchange rate. Furthermore, by using the monetary base as a measure of the
money stock we can avoid any criticIsm regarding reverse causation, I.e., an
output shock affects money through Its effect on the demand for transactIon
servIces.20
Another identifyIng restriction Is that a technological shock has no
long-run effect on the velocity of money, and so the element C of C(l) Is
33
also zero. This is based upon the prediction derived from the theoretical
model [see equation (9c)].







' and Yo denote constant terms and all the diagonal elements of
C(I) are positive by construction.
19 Innovations Our1"9 ~he national bank era, .oat or ~he ..Jor output vere
c_n world shocks, vhleh under ~he 901d .t.andard. reg-i.e, venerated no
country-specific feedback errecta on .clney aupply. Neverthele••, we do not
preclude r._ -.oney .cc~atlon. In ~he short run. Further support or ~he
arq1aenl ~hat the aoney .upply I. Inelacllc vlt.h respect ~o output In the
nal10nal bank e.o can be round In Barro (1989) .
20
We "111 furlher c~nt on lhis •••,.pt1on after per(o....lng the varIance
decollposll1on analysis (aee aecllon IV be10vl.
15
•IV. Result.
Theoretically, the fact that G(l) is lower triangular implies that it is
also non-singular. In practice, to guarantee the existence of three stochastic
trends, driving the short-run and long-run paths of 1J'I, LV, and LY, we need to
test the hypothesis that there is no co-integration among these variables. We
test various co-integration relationships using the aethod outlined in Engle
and Yoo U987). More specifically, we test whether velocity or output are
co-integrated with aoney. The former wUl be true under a cagan-11ke money
demand setup in which velocity is exclusively driven by money growth or
anticipated inflation. The latter, on the other hand, reflects perfect
money-output correlation. We also test whether there exists a co-integration
relationship among all three variables. Velocity aay be co-integrated with
money and output if the institutional shock does not generate any permanent
effect, while output may be co-integrated with the other two variables if the
technological shock has only a transitory impact. In all cases, we faU to
reject the null hypothesis of no co-integration at the 5 percent significance
level. 21
We are now prepared to estimate the reduced form and then retrieve the
structural model, as given by equation (10). Based on the Schwarz (Bayesian)











The l-at.tlatlca in to.tlnq co-Integration between LV-LN, LY-LX. LV-LM-LY,
end LY-U1-LV ••• -1.79 (-1.95), -2.89 (-2.59), -1.93 (-1.95), and -3.01
(-2.58), re.pectlvely, £or lhe (Irat (aecond) period. Allor thea are In
absolute value below the critical value.. 3.39, In lhe two-variable C•••, and





We focus below on the estimated long-run responses, i.pulse responses,
and variance decompositions of velocity and output.
A. Long-Run Responses
By normalizing all diagonal terms to one. the elements of the estimated
long-run moving average matrix polynomial, G(I). show the long-run responses
of each transformed variable to a one standard-deviation change in each of the
shocks.
Consider first the national bank era. The long-run responses of the
growth rate of velocity and output to a money growth shock are -0.611 and
-0.050, respectively, while the response of output growth to an institutional
shock is 0.639. These results suggest that a reverse Tobin effect is present,
1.e.• higher money growth retards output growth, and that the transactions
frequency effect is small; thus velocity decreases as money growth increases.
Moreover. credit enhancement caused by either a financial or a fiscal shock is
found to increase output, which is consistent with our theoretical model. In
general. computer simulated standard errors, using 1000 replications, for
off-diagonal estimates are large. Nevertheless, all of our results except for
23 the reverse Tobin effect are significant at 95 percent confidence level.
In the second period. in which sustained inflation was present. we find
remarkably different long-run responses. Specifically, the long-run responses
of velocity and output to monetary shocks are positive (0.261 and 0.200,
respectively). whereas the response of output to institutional shocks is
beat crlt.erlon 10 that of Schvarz, In te~. of the frequeney of the
deter.1nelSon of the t.rue order and the .-all.at value of the error
prediction.
23
1;(1) 0.26. The at.andard errors for the ele.enla C
21' &31" and C
32' of are
0.31, and 0.16, respectively.
11essentially zero (-0.056).24 Due to large standard errors, bowever, we will not
draw any conclusion before examining tbe sbort-run responses.
B. Short-Run Dynamics
The impulse response functions show bow tbe dependent variables respond
over a 20-quarter borizon to a one standard-deviation cbange in eacb shock.
The impulse responses of tbe first differences of velocity and output for the
first period are shown in Figure 1a and for the second, in Figure 2a. Starting
from the top, the figures display the responses to the first (monetary), the
second (institutional), and the third (output) shock, respectively. The
one-standard-error bands are also plotted in these figures. These bands are
not too wide, indicating that the impulse responses are reasonably precise. We
have also plotted the responses of the levels, obtained by accumulating the
first difference responses, which display the results more clearly (Figures 1b
and 2b),
Responding to a monetary shock, output and velocity mOve in the same
direction. In the first period, they decrease significantly over the first two
or three quarters and then increase slightly for the next four quarters as
they approach a permanently lower level. The adverse effect of a monetary
shock on output diminishes quickly, whereas the adjustment of velocity is
smooth and gradual. The result indicates that, in terms of our theoretical
model, money growth rate affects velocity indirectly through its general
equilibrium effect on the capital stock and on output, a channel that has not
been considered in the existing literature. The dynamic responses over the
second period, on the other hand, show that both velocity and output respond
24The
O••0.
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and are 5.05. 2.61, andposItively to the IIOnetary shock a1"ter the IllIIlecliate Impact effect. The
adjustment of velocity Is agaIn smoother than that of output. Based on our
theoretical model, we conclude that, In the case of persIstently hIgher
Inflation, the TobIn effect Is present. Notice, however, that the positIve
Impact of money on output starts dImInIshIng after fIve quarters. Furthermore,
sInce the transactions frequency plays a more sIgnifIcant role as Inflation
rIses, the conventIonal posItIve relatIonshIp between velocIty and money
growth emerges. UsIng the crIterIon of one standard error, sImIlar to
Blanchard and Quah (1989), we fInd that these dynamIc effects of the monetary
shock on velocIty and output are sIgnIficant at least over the fIrst few
quarters.
In both perIods, InstItutIonal shocks, such as credIt-enhancIng fInancIal
Innovations or expansIonary fiscal policIes, Increase velocIty and lead to
hIgher output In the short run. ThIs Is consIstent wIth our theoretical
predIctions. Hore specifically, the dynamIc responses of output are
hump-shaped: the effects are InitIally bIg and then go down quIckly. In
contrast to the fIrst period, the positive effect of the InstItutIonal shock
on output dImInishes more rapidly In the second perIod, approaching a negative
but small long-run value. In general, these results conform wIth the theory,
developed by Greenwood and JovanovIc (1990), that financial development
Increases the rate of return on capItal and thus enhances economic growth. It
also conforms with Rush (1985) who finds that during the gold standard era
fluctuations in output are associated with fluctuations in the level of
fInancial intermedIatIon.
FInally, consIder the responses to an output shock. In the short run,
velocIty tends to decrease, IndIcatIng that HZ Is a luxury good. The effect,
however, dIes out withIn two years, in both sample perIods. The response of
19output to its own shock, on the other hand, is found to be similar to that in
the empirical study of Shapiro and Watson (1988) and that in the calibration
analysis of King. Plosser. and Rebelo (1988). Specifically, 1t approaches
smoothly and gradually a permanently higher long-run value. Notice, however,
that this long~run value 1s much smaller in the second period than it is 1n
the first.
C. Variance Decomposit1ons
The variance decompositions are used to evaluate the importance of each
shock in explaining changes in the dependent variables. The estimates in
Tables la-lc (2a-2c) give the percentage of the forecast error variance for
each variable which is accounted for in the first (second) period by a one
standard deviation change in each shock. The selected horizon ranges from 1 to
20 quarters.
The first noteworthy result is that even in the short run. the money
growth rate in the first period is virtually exogenous with respect to the
institutional and technological shocks. Specifically, more than 96 percent of
the variance of money growth is explained by its own shocks. In the second
period. however, about 14 percent of money growth variations are due to
institutional changes. With this feedback effect, our empirical study may
underestimate the role of the institutional shock in the last period.
Second, money velocity is explained exclusively by the monetary and
institutional shocks. Although their initial adverse effects are less ,
influential, monetary shocks in the first period account for Ilore than 20
percent of velocity movements over a longer horizon. On the contrary. in the
second period. their importance decreases as we increase the horizon length.
Moreover. in both periods. institutional shocks account for more than 75
percent of velocity Ilovements. This is generally in accordance with the
20findings of Bordo and Jonung (1987, 1990) who conclude that Institutional
changes have been crucIal determinants of money velocity. Moreover, since
monetary and Institutional shocks constitute the interest rate disturbances,
our result explains why the nominal interest rate is the main driving force of
the velocity of·money.
Finally, in contrast to the monetary, the Institutional shock is very
influential in explaining output growth. e.g., at the 4-quarter horIzon, it
accounts for about 50 percent in the first and 20 per cent in the second
period.
D. Further Remarks
In late 1890s, there were some major discoveries of gold in South Africa.
Alaska, and Colorado.25 Such discoveries not only backed money supply, but also
26 stimulated an increase in prices and output. Thus, spurious co-movements
between money and output may possibly be observed. To circumvent this problem,
we re-estimate the structural VMl for the 1880: 1-1896: IV sample period. (The
impUlse responses are shown in Figures A3-A4 and the variance decompositions
in Tables AI-A3 in the appendix.)
The results are qualitatively consistent with those found using the whole
sample period, indicating that our estimation is likely to be stable. However,
by eliminating the possibly spurious money-output co-movements, the reverse
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21influential on velocity. To be specific, the long-run responses of velocity
and output to monetary shocks are now -0.892 (0.43) and -0.209 (0.42).
respectively (standard errors in parentheses), which are Iluch larger in
aagnitude than the responses obtained preViously. From the i.pulse response
diagrams, it can be clearly seen that the reverse Tobin effect is not only
bigger but also more persistent. Furthermore, the variance decompositions show
that monetary shocks account for about 8 percent of output movements within 4
quarters, as well as for 17 to 51 percent of velocity changes over the
20-quarter horizon.27
V. Conclusions
This paper uses a structural VAR approach to study the sources of output
and velocity fluctuations in the national bank era as well as in the post-1973
period. The estimated system includes three structural disturbances--monetary,
institutional, and technological--which are identified using only long-run
restrictions.
We find that in the first period the reverse Tobin effect is present and
that ~oney growth creates a significant negative effect on velocity. In the
second period, however, the persistent inflation highlights the role of
transactions frequency and thus higher money growth leads to an increase in
velocity. Other institutional changes which enhance credit transactions have a
permanently positive effect on velocity, in accordance to Bordo and Jonung
(i987, 1990), and a hump-shaped effect on output, lending support to Greenwood
and Jovanovic (1990). A technological shock causes a short-run decrease in
HZ-velocity, while its positive effect on output is smooth and gradual,
27
Although the standard errors are large, the
quart.ers. 1. aignlficant even at. 95" confidence level.
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latler errecl. arter fourcorroborating with the findings of Shapiro and Watson (1988) as well as with
the calibration results in King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988). Furthermore, our
findings, regarding money supply and institutional (financial and/or fiscal)
shocks being the main sources of fluctuations in velocity, are consistent with
the conventional bellefs'that the -velocity' of money has mainly been driven by
the nominal interest rate.
Finally, we find that in response to a monetary or an institutional
shock, output and velocity move in the same direction. In response to a
technological sock, on the other hand, they move in opposite directions. Thus,
the observed negative correlation between the two variables over the first
sample period is apparently due to technological disturbances, whereas the
positive correlation in the second period is a consequence of monetary or
institutional shocks.
In a recent simulation stUdy, Hodrick, Kocherlakota, and Lucas (1991)
conclude that a conventional stochastic cash-in-advance model cannot generate
enough variations in velocity to capture what economists have observed.
However, our modified cash-in-advance framework, which incorporates
institutional and transactions frequency changes, enables us to examine
possible sources of fluctuations in velocity as well as in output. Along this
line, it would be interesting to expand the VAR model in order to examine the
interactions between these variables and the variability of relative prices,
as well as the paradoxical relationship between prices and interest rates,
better known as the "Gibson paradox."
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26Table 1. Variance Deco.positio~ (1880:1-1912:11)+
tructural Disturbance.
Quarters Monetary (eft) Institutional (e_) Technological (e
A
)
a. Variance Decompositlon of Money Growth (X)
1 99.52 (4.26) 0.02 (1.99) 0.46 (3.67)
2 97.49 (4.00) 2.03 (2.29) 0.48 (3.17)
20 96.66 (5.02) 2.65 (2.98) 0.69 (3.59)
b. Variance Decomposition of Velocity (X)
1 '7.44 -("6:0ll 81.30 110;26") "11.27 (9.15)
2 14.65 ( 8.25) 75.78 (10.16) 9.58 (7.65)
4 20.58 (10.16) 74.81 (10.09) 4.61 (3.81)
8 21.95 (11.89) 75.63 (11.51) 2.41 (1.98)
20 22.60 (13.35) 76.40 (13.13) 1.00 (0.85)
c. Variance Decomposition of Output (X)
1 5.75 (6.06) 70.63 (12.54) 23.62 (11.81)
2 5.52 (6.33) 67.64 (12.31) 26.85 (11.48)
4 3.70 (6.15) 50.46 (12.01) 45.84 (11.81)
8 1.79 (5.68) 39.33 (12.16) 58.88 (12.45)
20 0.79 (6.24) 34.36 (12.75) 64.85 (13.37)
Table 2. Variance Decompositions (1974:I-1990:IV)+
Structural Disturbances
Quarters Monetary (eft) Institutional (e.) Technological (e
A
)
a. Variance Decomposition of Money Growth (X)
1 84.76 (19.96) 14.78 (17.98) 0.25 (9.32)
2 85.05 (13.82) 14.32 (11.41) 0.63 (7.74)
20 85.14 (12.63) 14.19 (10.41) 0.67 (7.06)
b. Variance Decomposition of Velocity (X)
1 40.27 (22.03) 59.45 (23.08) 0.28 (10.42)
2 21.93 (17.74) 77.25 (19.28) 0.81 ( 9.07)
4 9.82 (13.71) 89.66 (14.84) 0.53 ( 6.00)
8 4.55 (12.17) 95.21 (12.63) 0.25 ( 3.22)
20 2.66 (14.95) 97.25 (14.94) 0.09 ( 1.34)
c. Variance Decomposition of Output (X)
1 7.28 ( 9.74) 45.98 (22.0ll 46.74 (22.51)
2 2.95 ( 6.74) 38.53 (20.69) 58.52 (21.Oll
4 2.93 ( 8.70) 20.96 (16.57) 76.11 (17.73)
8 3.83 (12.97) 7.97 (11.13) 88.19 (15.63)
20 2.34 (16.12) 2.83 ( 9.87) 94.84 (17.44)
+Numbers in parentheses are sImulated standard errors of the








Figure lao Impulse Responses of Log Differences of Velocity and Output
•
(1) To a Standard Deviation Monetary Shock
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